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BRAND NEW AND EXCLUSIVE
SERIES

MOON LANDINGS: THE LOST
TAPES
Sunday 21 July at 21:00
Host Brad Meltzer enlists America's help to find lost and
stolen historical artefacts, which are going missing from
museums and public collections at an alarming rate.
Among the missing items are the historic Moon Tapes that
hold the clearest footage from the Apollo 11 moon
landing. Then, President Lincoln's brilliantly written Bixby
Letter that inspired the movie Saving Private Ryan is
gone. Plus; the daring heist of George Washington's false
teeth from the Smithsonian Museum.

BRAND NEW AND EXCLUSIVE SERIES

FORGED IN FIRE
New episodes every Thursday at 22:00
It takes a certain mix of brains and brawn to be crowned
the Forged in Fire champion. On this all-new competition
show, the best bladed weapon-makers in the country go
head-to-head building everything from Viking battle axes
to samurai swords to Indian claw daggers. There will be
new weapons and contestants every week, and stunning
tests of their creations. In each stand-alone episode, four
new contestants battle it out in a quest to prove they can
build a particular weapon better than anyone else – and
they're doing it by hand. This is the show that turns the
craftsmanship, legend and excitement of weaponsbuilding into an against-the-clock battle of wits,
resourcefulness, and ingenuity. Contestants compete
over a series of elimination challenges using the 'garage'
of tools provided. Each challenge centres on fabricating a
component of the overall weapon. Judged by an
esteemed panel of unimpeachable weapons experts, the
race to create the episode's weapon of choice is a journey
through weapon history under Mission Impossible time
constraints, with an explosive finale. The winner leaves
with $10,000 cash and the coveted title of 'Forged in Fire
Champion'.
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BRAND NEW AND EXCLUSIVE
SERIES

THE HUNT FOR BALTIC GOLD
New episodes every Tuesday at 21:00
Brand new episodes of Baltic Gold continue this July on
HISTORY. This five-part episodic narrative is set against the
backdrop of the challenging and boys-own-adventure nature of
amber hunting. We focus on individuals who demonstrate
nerves of steel while the restless sea and stubborn land defy
their attempts to amass this local treasure. Often serious and
touching, but also humorous, the crux of the series is built on
intertwining stories of fishers, prospectors, traders and
craftsmen. Each episode of the series will tell the story of the
people that live and breathe amber in their everyday lives.
Viewers will get to learn about the long journey that the
fossilised tree resin must undergo before it is sold. The series
will shed light on the different methods of amber extraction as
well as other aspects of the jewellery industry in Poland.

ALSO ON HISTORY

THE CURSE OF OAK ISLAND

Mondays from 1 July at 18:05
The most popular show on HISTORY is back for a brand new
series. The Curse of Oak Island returns to follow the Lagina
brothers, Rick and Marty, as they embark on the most exciting
chapter ever of the 220-year-old treasure hunt. After making
major discoveries in 'borehole 10-X' and the infamous 'Money
Pit', the brothers and their partners take today’s most advanced
technology, including heavy digging and explosive equipment,
to go deep inside the island. They welcome new researchers
and special guests, forge new alliances and explore new
theories. Nothing will stop them from finding out what could be
buried on Oak Island, who concealed it, and where 'X' marks
the spot. This year holds several extraordinary milestones for
the Oak Island team. It’s been 50 years since an article about
the Money Pit appeared in Reader’s Digest, which not only
sparked the imaginations of the young Lagina brothers, but also
compelled Dan Blankenship to devote his life to solving this
great mystery. It is the 50th anniversary of the Restall tragedy,
which claimed four of the six lives lost in search of the Oak
Island treasure. Will Rick, Marty and their team unearth a vast,
hidden treasure? Or like the many who have come before them,
will they only find more obstacles, or worse, proof that a deadly
curse really does protect Oak Island’s secrets?
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